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ABSTRACT: The sandwich principle is a highly weight efficient construction method. Sandwich
structures are fairly susceptible to flaws in the face-to-core interface. Face-to-core debonds are one
common form of flaws in sandwich structures. The aim of this work was to study the effect of debonds
on the strength of sandwich panels. Experiments with laterally loaded panels were conducted. Finite
element modelling on corresponding panel configurations was performed. The tested panels had glass
fibre facesheets and PVC foam core. The panel load was lateral uniform pressure. Three different
debond locations were investigated. The locations were inside the supports and only single, circular
debonds were studied. All studied debonds were between the pressure face and the core. A parametric
FE model of a debond flawed sandwich panel was successfully developed. The debonds were modelled
as circular cracks. The FE analysis results were used for fracture mechanical calculations. The fracture
mechanical calculations used relative nodal displacements of the crack flanks as input data. Energy
release rates and stress intensities were calculated. Also mode mix, which measures the ratio between
the opening and sliding modes of crack loading, was calculated. Based on other work critical values for
the Griffith energy and stress intensities were established. The critical Griffith energy was used for
strength estimation of the modelled debonded panels. The results from the fracture mechanical
calculations were compared with test results.

The panel experiments showed that debonds near the supports effects the residual strength considerably.
This is due to high transverse core shear stresses in the areas near the supports. A central debond did not
effect the panel strength in the tests. The results from the calculations show good agreement with the test
results. Debond criticality evaluation using fairly simple modelling techniques seems to produce good
results.

Introduction

A sandwich structure consists of two thin, stiff faces that are attached to the surfaces of a lighter core.
The core separates the stiffer faces so that good bending properties are attained. Sandwich structures are
lightweight structures. Sandwich constructions have found widespread use in marine applications.
Sandwich panels are used in ship hulls. In ship panels lateral pressure is an important load case. Pressure
loads can reach very high values, especially in the bow slamming area. The good bending properties of
sandwich structures can often simplify the constructions through a reduced amount of stiffeners.

As for all load bearing structures it is important to know how possible damages effect the performance
of the sandwich. Some damages might lead to catastrophic failures while other might not effect the load
bearing capability at all. Because of this some tools for assessing the damage criticality are needed.

It is well known that the integrity of the bond between the faces and the core of the sandwich is
essential. The bond between the face and the core can be weakened or lost because of a number of
reasons. Impact damages and manufacturing flaws are common reasons for loss of the face-to-core bond.
Defects where the bond between the facesheet and the core lacks are called face-to-core debonds. Face-
to-core debonds are also called disbonds, unbonds or delaminations between face and core.

A face-to-core debond is a crack like defect. Being cracks, debonds induce high stress levels in their
vicinity. When studying debonds in sandwich structures, fracture mechanics play an important role.



There have been several studies on the effect of debonds in sandwich structures. Most previous work has
been done using two-dimensional analysis. Much work has been done studying buckling of the
debonded region of the face.

Two-dimensional finite element analysis on a debonded sandwich beam has been done by Carlsson and
Prasad [1]. Carlsson and Prasad used a fracture mechanical approach to evaluate the debond's criticality.
Falk [2] have studied interface debonds in sandwich panels both analytically and numerically. The
panels Falk studied were laterally loaded. Three-dimensional finite element analysis on debonded
sandwich panels subjected to in-plane loads have been conducted by Berggreen [3]. Berggreens
approach was through fracture mechanic calculations.

Sandwich structures have been studied in several projects at VTT. Sandwich panels have been modelled
and tested. Tests with lateral pressure loading have previously been conducted with different panel set-
ups, both intact and flawed.

This study has been conducted at VTT Industrial Systems, Reinforced Plastics and Small Craft. The
work is a part of the SaNDI project, THALES JP3.23 Inspection and Repair of Sandwich Structures in
Naval Ships. The SaNDI project involved navies, universities, companies and research institutes from
the Nordic Countries and the United Kingdom. Experiments with real sandwich panels and finite
element modelling were conducted in this study.

The goal of this study was to investigate fracture mechanic finite element modelling as a tool for debond
criticality evaluation. The purpose of the panel experiments was to investigate the behaviour of debond
flawed and intact real sandwich panels. In the experiments the residual strength, failure mode, crack
initiation and propagation behaviour were of interest.

The goal of the finite element analysis work in this study was to develop a panel model, that could be
used for debond criticality evaluation. The FE model was to be fully parameterised. The variable
parameters of the panel FE model were:

•  debond size
•  debond location
•  face material
•  face thickness
•  core material
•  core thickness
•  panel dimensions
•  support and load dimensions

The debond criticality evaluations were to be made through fracture mechanical calculations, using
results obtained from the FE solution. The calculated fracture parameters were to be compared with
critical values found in other studies.

The study was restricted to sandwich panels without stiffeners. Only laterally loaded panels were
investigated. The tested panel's boundary conditions were close to simply supported. Only simply
supported boundary conditions have been used in the calculations.

Panels with a single debond have been tested. Also the calculations were restricted to single debonds,
inside the supports. The debond shape was circular. All debonds were between the pressure side
facesheet and the core. The FE analysis was non-linear. No material nonlinearity was modelled. Material
properties used in modelling were all linear elastic.

The fracture mechanical calculations were based on crack flank node displacements. Fracture parameters
on different load levels have been calculated. No crack propagation was modelled. The calculated
fracture parameters can be used for prediction of propagation initiation.



Sandwich Structures

The two components of a sandwich structure, the faces and the core can be dimensioned so that they are
both stressed to their limit. In analogy with an I-beam the sandwich's faces carry the bending induced
stresses, like the flanges of an I-beam. The sandwich's core carries the shear loads like the web of an I-
beam.

A sandwich with the best bending stiffness to weight ratio has very thin faces and a very low density and
thick core. Thin faces together with a low density, soft core however leads to other problems, for
example sensitivity to impact damages and point loads.

The traditional simple sandwich theory assumes that all bending is carried by the facesheets, while the
core carries transverse shear loads. This simplification is applicable when the faces are significantly
thinner and stiffer than the core. The faces load is assumed to be only in-plane. The cross-sectional
bending and shear stress distributions are presented in Figure 1; distributions to the right are idealised
according to the traditional sandwich theory. [4]
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A debond can be viewed as a bimaterial, circular, interface crack. The different material properties of the
facesheets and the core induce a so-called material induced singularity. The sharp crack tip is a so-called
geometry induced singularity.

Fracture parameters

In 1920 Griffith first suggested the energy criterion for crack growth. Irwin then mainly developed the
energy release rate approach. The energy release rate G is defined as the rate of change in potential
energy with crack area for a linear elastic material [5]:

(1)
dA
dG Π−=

Where dΠ is the change in potential energy and dA is the change in crack flank area.

The energy release rate, G, is also called the crack driving force, the crack extension force or the
Griffith-energy. The critical energy release rate, Gc, is the materials resistance to fracture and therefore a
measure of the fracture toughness. The unit of the energy release rate is [5]:
[ ] mmNmNmJG 001.02 ===

Mode mix

Only few real crack loadings can be classed as pure mode I, mode II or mode III. The loads that real
structures are subjected to are often a mix of two or all three of the crack loading modes.

In homogeneous materials, crack propagation mostly is pure opening mode I. Even if the crack loading
before propagation is initiated is not pure mode I or mode II, the crack will try to turn into a direction of
pure mode I when propagation starts. The turning of the crack away from its original direction is called
crack kinking.

In the case of a bimaterial interface crack, understanding of the mode mix is important. For example, a
loading that would in an isotropic single material case result in a pure loading of only one mode
generally introduces a mixed mode crack in a bimaterial case.

Generally the mode mix of a bimaterial interface crack is not linked directly to the relation between
opening and sliding displacements of the crack flanks or to the relation between normal and shear
stresses in the crack tip vicinity. [3]

The mode mix is defined as [3]:
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In an isotropic material the mode mix equals the kink angle when propagation starts. The mode mix and
the kink angle are clarified in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Crack kinking.

Fracture mechanics using finite element modelling

When using finite element analysis for calculation of fracture parameters, the fracture mechanical
theories have to be modified to accept input data obtained from the FE solution. Crack flank
displacement methods use the opening and sliding displacements of the crack flanks as input when
calculating fracture parameters. This approach is easy to apply when using solution data from finite
element calculation. The displacements of the crack flanks are derived from the nodal displacement
acquired from the FE solution. The crack flank displacements can be calculated from the displacements
of initially coincident node pairs. The principle is visualised in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The displacements of two initially coincident nodes.
Apart from the crack flank displacement data, these methods require material properties as input also.
When calculating fracture parameters of bimaterial cracks, material properties of both materials are
needed.

Expressions used in the calculations

Lekhnitskii have found general expressions for stress functions in a homogeneous rectilinearly
anisotropic body. Lekhnitskii based the solution on two Airy-type stress functions. The stress function is
satisfied by the following sixth order characteristic equation [6]:

(3) l2(µ)l4(µ)-[l3(µ)]2 = 0

Where:

l2(µ)=s55µ2 - 2s45µ + s44

(4) l4(µ)=s11µ4 - 2s16µ3 + (2s12 + s66)µ2 - 2s26µ + s22

l3(µ)=s15µ3 - (s14 + s66)µ2 + (s25 + s46)µ - s24

Where the s terms are terms of the compliance matrix. The compliance matrix is the inverse of the
stiffness matrix:

Ψ
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The general compliance and stiffness matrices are 6x6 matrices. The compliance matrix gives the
relation between stress and strain by the following matrix equation:

(6) { } [ ]{ }σε S=

Lekhnitskii proved, by requiring the compliance matrix to be positive definite, that (3) has no real root.
The solution is six roots forming three complex conjugate pairs for µ. From the general expression (3)
Suo have derived a number of bi-material cases. For homogeneous bimaterials with the XY-plane as a
mirror plane expression for the relation between the crack flank displacements and the stress intensity
factors was derived by Suo [7].

(7) (H11/H22)½ δ2 + iδ1 = 2H11 (K1 + iK2)r(½+iε)  / ( (2π)½ (1+2iε) cosh (πε) )

Where δ1 and δ2 are crack flank displacements, corresponding to ∆x and ∆y in Figure 3. r is the distance
between the crack tip and the node pair, corresponding to ∆a in Figure 3. H11 and H22 are elements of a
hermitian matrix defining the bimaterial. Note that the stress intensity factors are denoted K1 and K2 and
not KI and KII in the expression. This is done to emphasise the coupled nature of the stress intensities.

The elements in the H matrix are defined as:

(8) H11 = [ 2nλ¼ (s11s22)½ ]1 + [ 2nλ¼ (s11s22)½ ]2

(9) H22 =  [ 2nλ-¼ (s11s22)½ ]1 + [ 2nλ-¼ (s11s22)½ ]2

Note that here the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the material.

The compliance matrix elements needed for the H matrix elements are the following:

(10) s11 = 1 / E1

(11) s22 = 1 / E2

(12) s12 = - ν12 / E1

(13) s66 = 1 / G12

In the expressions for H11 and H22 there are two non-dimensional parameters, λ and ρ. The parameters λ
and ρ are given by:

(14) λ = s11 / s22

(15) ρ = ½ (2s12 + s66) (s11s22)-½

So that:

(16) λ > 0 and  -1 < ρ < ∞



The parameter ρ defines n as:

(17) n = (½(1+ρ))½

The defined non-dimensional parameters measure the anisotropy.

The oscillatory index ε is a non-dimensional real number measuring an aspect of elastic dissimilarity of
the two materials. The oscillatory index is given by the following expression:

(18) ε = (2π)-1 ln((1-β)/(1+β))

Where β is a generalisation of one of the two Dundurs elastic mismatch parameters. β is given by:

(19) β = ( [(s11s22)½ + s12]2 - [(s11s22)½ + s12]1 ) /  (H11H22) ½

The expressions for the relations between the crack flank displacements and the stress intensity factors
can be manipulated so that the real and the imaginary parts are separated. This way explicit expressions
for both of the stress intensity factors can be formulated:
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Expressions for the Griffith energies and the mode mix are given by Berggreen and Simonsen [8] as
follows. The expression for the mode mix:
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Where h is the characteristic length. The characteristic length generally has no physical meaning. The
characteristic length shifts the phase of the mode mix. [8]

And for the Griffith energy:
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The notation G for the Griffith energy must not be mixed with the shear modulus, which for isotropic
materials is also noted with G.

Description of the investigated sandwich panels



The loading was lateral pressure. The sandwich panels were dimensioned to be core shear critical. Core
shear criticality was chosen since following ship classification rules often results in transverse core shear
criticality. Therefore flaws effecting the core shear load carrying capability are more critical than flaws
effecting the strength of the faces.

The panel test arrangement was originally developed for studying nonlinear behavior of sandwich
panels. The panels were larger than the support and the load area to provide an overhang. The overhang's
role was to simulate a surrounding panel field and to reduce edge effects.

The nonlinear behavior of the panel follows from membrane stresses. The overhangs effect on the
nonlinear behavior have previously been studied both experimentally and using FE-modelling. Previous
calculations and experiments show that an overhang of 25% of the short side support span induces a
significant nonlinear behaviour. Also the load carrying capability was shown to be significantly higher
for panels with a large overhang. [9]

All the sandwich panels had the same dimensions. Panels with different debond locations and also intact
panels were tested. The dimensions of the panels are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Panel dimensions.

Dimension

a 980 mm
b 625 mm
a + overhangs 1120 mm
b + overhangs 850 mm

The testing was made with a hydraulic 400kN load frame. A principle drawing of the test arrangement is
presented in Figure 4.



Figure 4. Principle of panel tests.
The following debond locations were tested and modelled:

•  debond (200mm) panel center (1)
•  debond (100mm) near support, edge (2)
•  debond (200mm) near support, corner (3)

All debonds were inside the support, between the pressure side face and the core. Positions 1 (corner)
and 2 (edge) were chosen, since core shear stresses are highest near the supports. The debond in position
2 (edge) is near the core shear stress maximum. The effect of a rather small debond was chosen to be
studied in this position.

Core shear stresses are low in the center of the panel. The central debond was chosen for studying
whether the in-plane compression in the pressure side face would provoke buckling of the debonded face
or if the lateral pressure load would prevent this buckling from happening. The debond positions in the
panel are presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Debond locations in the tested panels.

Material properties



The faces laminates consisted of  stiched and chopped strand mats. The material properties of the faces
were assumed isotropic in the plane of the panel. The material property data of the face laminate were
based on laminate tests. The core material was PVC foam. The isotropic core material properties were
supplied by the core material manufacturer. The material properties are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Material properties.

Face
laminate

Core
material

Modulus Ex [MPa] 12360 80.6
Modulus Ey [MPa] 12360
Modulus Ez [MPa] 8400
Shear Modulus Gxy [MPa] 4520 31
Shear Modulus Gyz [MPa] 2700
Shear Modulus Gxz [MPa] 2700
Poisson's ratio νxy 0.295 0.3
Poisson's ratio νyz 0.32
Poisson's ratio νxz 0.29

The fracture criteria used in the calculations was reaching of the critical energy release rate, Gc. The Gc
value was based on experimental values found in litterature. A large scatter is present in the found
fracture toughness values.

Glassfibre-PVC foam interface Gc values were found by DTU, the Technical University of Denmark and
the Danish RisØ National Laboratory [10]. Single material Gc values for the core material has been
found experimentally by Viana and Carlsson [11]. Based on these experimental values a Gc of 240J/m2

was chosen to be used as critical ERR in the calculations.

Finite Element Modelling

The finite element modelling was made using Ansys 8.0 finite element code. The model was generated
with a parametric script file. The parametrical approach allows for variations in panel dimensions and in
debond location and size. The geometry was developed so that the mesh could be completely mapped
with hexahedral solid elements and quadratic shell elements.

No quarter point elements were introduced in the crack tip. The singularity was not modelled for
simplification reasons. This simplification was considered justified, since crack flank displacements
were to be used as input for the fracture mechanical calculations. The stress and strain field in the
immediate vicinity of the crack tip was not studied.

The face-to-core interface was not given any special consideration. The material properties used in the
FE modelling corresponded to the properties of the core and the faces. No interface layer was modelled.

The circular area containing the debond was generated via copying of sectors in several increments. The
surrounding panel geometry was then built around this circular section. The mesh for the panel can be
seen in Figure 6.



Figure 6. Mesh of the edge debond panel.
The number of elements was reduced in thickness direction and out- and inwards from the debond crack
front. Also reductions in the radial direction were made. These reductions in mesh density can be seen in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Mesh density variations in the model.
The debond is located between the facesheet and the core. Therefore the facesheet elements are also
crack flank elements along the debond crack perimeter. Shell elements cannot describe the transverse
deformations accurately enough for fracture mechanical calculations, therefore the upper facesheet was
modelled with solid elements in the near debond region. The transition from the shell meshed to the
solid meshed part of the face is seen in Figure 8.



Figure 8. Solid and shell meshed parts of the face.
The coupling of the solid meshed part of the face to the shell meshed part required special consideration.
Shell elements have both translational and rotational degrees of freedom, solid elements have only
translational degrees of freedom. Rotation cannot be passed on to solid elements through the nodal
degrees of freedom.

Since the solid elements and the shell elements can share only one node in the face thickness direction a
hinge is introduced in this intersection. To prevent this hinge from forming must the rotational d.o.f. of
the shell elements be coupled to the translational d.o.f. of the solid elements. The coupling of the d.o.f:s
was carried out using Ansys Multipoint constrains (MPC).

The face elements could not share nodes with the core elements in the debond. To prevent the face from
overlapping with the core under the lateral pressure load, contact elements were introduced in the
debond. The used contact elements were CONTA174 and TARGE170. The contact algorithm used was
pure Lagrangian. The modelled contact was frictionless.

The element types used in the panel model were:
•  Solid45, 8-node (Core)
•  Solid64, 8-node (Solid modelled facesheet)
•  Shell181, 4-node (Shell modelled facesheets)
•  Conta174 (Debond contact)
•  Targe170 (Debond contact)
•  Conta175 (Creation of SolidShell MPC)
•  Targe170 (Creation of SolidShell MPC)

Panel Experiments

The panel tests were performed using a modified four-column Robcon 400kN hydraulic universal testing
machine. The test arrangement can be seen in Figure 9.



Figure 9. Panel test arrangement.
Uniform pressure was introduced using a PVC-PU water bladder with polyester reinforcement. The
water bladder lied on a steel table with a plywood tabletop. The water bladder pressure was monitored
with a pressure sensor.

The "pillowlike" shape of the water bladder results in an increase of the load area as the load raises. The
volume of water inside the bladder effects the size and behaviour of the load area. The amount of water
in the bladder had to be kept to a minimum to minimise the free edges of the pressurised bladder. An
increased amount of water makes the bladder higher, which results in a larger free area, inducing higher
stresses in the bladder fabric. On the other hand a sufficient amount of water in the bladder is needed to
prevent the lifting off corners of the panel from crashing into the bladder supporting plywood.

The simply supported boundary conditions were introduced with a steel load frame. Polyurethane strips
were located between the load frame and the panel. Their purpose was to ease point loads and to allow
some rotation and in-plane translation at the supports. The dimensions of PU strips were 8x25mm.
Polyurethane Durometer hardness was 70A. The support dimensions are measures between the PU strips
centerlines.

The panel midpoint deflection was monitored with an inductive displacement transducer. The force in
the hydraulic cylinder was measured with the load cell of the testing machine. The crosshead
displacement was measured with the optical displacement transducer of the testing machine. The
monitored data was recorded using a laptop computer and Dasylab software.

Results

Analysis results



Finite element calculations were conducted on all four panel cases. Reaching of the critical energy
release was used as failure criterion for the debond panel models. In the intact panel analysis core yield
stress was used as strength limit.

The edge debond panel case was modelled with two different crack tip meshes. The crack tip element
side lengths for the dense and the coarse models were 0.357mm and 0.714mm, respectively. No
significant differences in the results were observed.

The energy release rate values at different load levels were extrapolated to the crack tip around the
debond perimeter, these were plotted in radar diagrams. The radar diagrams are oriented so that the 0°
direction is aligned with the short side of the panels, pointing towards the panel center. The 90° direction
in the radar diagrams is aligned with the long side of the panels, pointing towards the panel center.
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Figure FG. Radar diagram orientation

Intact panel calculation results

The intact panel model had a total element number of 44080. Core yield stress was reached at a load of
79.77kN, just inside the support in the middle of the long edges.

Edge debond panel calculation results

The edge debond panel model had a total element number of 87548 and a crack tip element side length
of 0.357mm. An ERR of 240J/m2 is reached at a load of  61kN, at the point of the debond perimeter
closest to the support (90°). The extrapolated ERR at a load of 64kN is plotted in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Extrapolated ERR at a load of 64kN, edge debond panel, J/m2.
The extrapolated mode mix at 64kN load is plotted in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Extrapolated mode mix at a load of 64kN, edge debond panel.

Corner debond panel calculation results

The corner debond panel model had a total element number of 79528 and a crack tip element side length
of 0.714mm. An ERR of 240J/m2 is reached at a load of  80kN, at a point of the debond perimeter close
to the long edge support (165°). Another point of high ERR was closest to the short edge support (270°).
The extrapolated ERR at a load of 90kN is plotted in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Extrapolated ERR at a load of 90kN, corner debond panel, J/m2.
The extrapolated mode mix at a load of 90kN is plotted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Extrapolated mode mix at a load of 90kN, corner debond panel.



Center debond panel calculation results

One-fourth symmetry was utilised in the modelling of the central debond panel. The nodel had a total
element number of 20153 and a crack tip element side length of 0.714mm. An ERR of 240J/m2 is
reached at a load of  182kN, at a point of the debond perimeter close to the long edge support (0° and
180°). The extrapolated ERR at a load of 250kN is plotted in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Extrapolated ERR at a load of 250kN, center debond panel, J/m2.
The extrapolated mode mix at a load of 250kN is plotted in Figure 15
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Figure 15. Extrapolated mode mix at a load of 250kN, center debond panel.

Experiment results

The intact panel showed large plastic core yield. The deflection of the panel was then also very large.
The plastic yielding is clearly seen in Figure 16, where the load versus the panel midpoint deflection is
plotted. The intact panel failed at a load level of 258.3kN. The failure of the panel happened through
core shear, followed by crack propagation into the face-to-core interface.

The center debond panel failed at a slightly higher load than the intact panel. This shows that center
debonds in this configuration does not effect the panel strength significantly. The center debond panel
failed at a load level 279.3kN. The failing of the center debond panel happened in a similar way as the
failing of the intact panel presented above.

The edge debond panel failed at a much lower load than the intact and center debond panels. No
significant core yielding happened before the failure. This is also seen in Figure 16. The edge debond
panel failed at a load level 64.3kN. The failure mode was core shear, starting from the debond. This was
observed in visual inspection of the panels. The face-to-core interface crack following core shear



cracking had propagated the most around the debond. The cracking started from the side of the debond
closest to the support.

Also the corner debond panel failed at a much lower load than the intact and center debond panel. No
significant core yielding happened before the failure. The edge debond panel failed at a load level
90.1kN. The failing of the corner debond happened in a similar way as the failing of the edge debond
panel presented above. The core shear cracking started from the debond, at the debond perimeter points
closest to the support.
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Figure 16. Load response of the tested panels.

The experiment and calculation results are collected in Table 3. A column diagram of the results is
presented in Figure 17.

Table 3. Experiment and analysis results

Experiment
[kN]

Analysis
[kN]

Intact panel 258 80
Corner location 90 80
Edge location 64 61

Central location 279 182
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Figure 17. Experiment and analysis results.
Note that in the finite element calculations, the intact model result corresponds to the core yield limit and
therefore differs from the other results.

Discussion and conclusions

The tested intact and center debond panels both failed at a high load level. The failure load was about
three times the design core yield limit. The failure of the intact and central debond panels at similar load
levels indicate that central debonds does not significantly effect the strength of this panel configuration
and loading. The intact and center debond panels both showed extensive plastic yielding of the core. The
large yielding makes prediction of the ultimate strength hard.

The tested edge and corner debond panels failed at a much lower load level than the intact and center
debond panels. No significant plastic yielding was observed for the edge and corner debond panels.

Core yield strength was used in the intact panel strength calculations. The experiments showed that the
ultimate load of an intact panel is up to three times the core yield limit load. This explains the low
calculated strength for the intact panel in comparison with the experiments.

Critical Griffith energy was used in the debonded panel calculations. The results for the edge and corner
debond panel calculations show agreement with the test results. The calculation results for the central
debond panel are not reliable, since the load level of failure is well over the core's plastic yield limit.

A more reliable calculation at load levels above the core yield limit would require a nonlinear material
model for the core material. Modelling of the plastic behaviour of the core would require material
property data that is not supplied by the manufacturer. Reliable property data on the nonlinear behaviour
of the core material is hard to find.

Modelling of the plastic behaviour was not considered necessary in this study. The experiments showed
that the critical edge and corner debonds failed at load levels for which linear elastic modelling was
relevant.

The results from the fracture mechanical calculations are very promising. The calculated fracture
parameters show good agreement with results from the tests. The parametric FE model allows
calculation of different debond locations and panel set-ups.
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